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Resolving Eviction Cases 
through Mediation and 

Agreed Orders



Today’s 
learning 
objective

Prepare
Prepare CVLS volunteers for drafting their first 
agreed orders to resolve eviction cases that 
are in mediation through ERP

Learn
Learn CVLS’ role in resolving eviction cases 
quickly and efficiently through Cook County’s 
Early Resolution Program (ERP);

Catch 
up

Get caught up on recent changes to the 
practice of landlord-tenant law in Cook 
County



A year of COVID-
19 and Cook 
County Courts



Coronavirus Pandemic & Evictions:
A (Selective) State & County Timeline

 March 9, 2020: Illinois 
Gubernatorial Disaster 
Proclamation (EO 2020-01)

 March 13, 2020: National 
Emergency Declaration

 March 13, 2020: Cook County 
Courts Shut Down (GAO 2020-01)
 “all matters in all Districts and 

Divisions of the Circuit Court of 
Cook County, Illinois, are 
rescheduled and continued for a 
period of 30 days”

 “the Sheriff of Cook County shall 
cease execution of eviction orders”

 March 20, 2020: Illinois Stay at Home 
Order (EO 2020-10)
 “cease enforcement of orders of 

eviction for residential premises”

 April 23, 2020: Illinois EO 2020-30
 Landlords “may not commence a 

residential eviction . . . unless a 
tenant poses a direct threat to the 
health and safety . . .”

 July 6, 2020: Cook County Courts 
Reopen Remotely (GAO 2020-02)
 “no residential real estate eviction 

action shall commence . . . unless a 
tenant poses a direct threat to the 
health and safety . . .”



Coronavirus Pandemic & 
Evictions: Executive Orders 
2020-72 & 74

 On November 13 and December 11, 
2020 Governor Pritzker modified the 
moratorium to allow certain non-
payment cases to proceed

 Involves a Declaration Form about 
Tenant/Resident’s financial situation, 
which

a) Landlord must give to each 
Tenant/Resident five or more days 
before terminating lease; and 

b) Tenant/Resident must sign/return to 
Landlord

 Still: No enforcement by Sheriff 
(except health & safety)

 Tenant still owes rent



Coronavirus Pandemic & Evictions:
Since December
Illinois Supreme Court
 Has not taken stance on “legal 

validity” of the moratorium, but 
has given courts direction on 
implementation

 December 22, 2020: Requirement 
that Landlords attach a 
“Certificate of Compliance” with 
Illinois moratorium (aka “Appendix 
A”)

 February 23, 2021: possibility for 
landlords to challenge “accuracy” 
of Declaration Form via evidentiary 
hearing.

Governor’s Moratorium
 Most recent amendment on March 

5, 2021 (EO 2021-05)

 Tenant/Resident can tender 
Declaration to landlord after 
eviction has commenced (i.e. 
notice is served/case is filed)

 If Declaration tendered after
“commencement,” eviction cannot 
continue.



Coronavirus Pandemic & Evictions:
Current Status of Illinois Moratorium

 Evictions can commence if:
 Non-payment eviction: 

 Tenant/Resident fails to sign and 
return Declaration Form to 
Landlord (assuming Landlord 
complied with EO 2020-72 & 74)

 Tenant/Resident signs and returns
Declaration Form to Landlord and 
Landlord successfully challenges 
accuracy

 Health & Safety eviction/risk: 
Tenant/Resident poses a direct 
threat to the health and safety of 
other tenants or an immediate and 
severe risk to property

 Evictions cannot commence if:

 Non-payment eviction: 
Tenant/Resident signs and returns 
Declaration Form to Landlord

 Tenant does not owe unpaid rent 
and does not pose any form of 
health and safety risk

 Evictions cannot continue if:

 Non-payment eviction: 
Tenant/Resident signs and returns 
Declaration Form to Landlord

Local rules (City Ordinances, Cook County Courts) complicate things further, as 
does Federal Law



Coronavirus Pandemic & 
Evictions: What’s Next?

 Nearly half of the 47.5 million U.S. Rental Units are 
owned by individuals with their own mortgages and other 
bills (nytimes.com)

 Mortgage forbearance (and moratorium) first made 
available through the CARES Act ends on June 30, 2020

 Federal Eviction Moratorium (from Centers for Disease 
Control) expires on March 31, 2020

 Illinois Eviction Moratorium is set to expire on April 3, 
2021

 “Over 20,000 Chicago evictions predicted once 
Governor’s moratorium is lifted” (lcbh.org)



Coronavirus Pandemic & Evictions: 
What’s Next?

 For self-represented landlords, lots 
of permanent and temporary new 
rules to follow before, during, and 
after filing an eviction case.

 Cook County Clerk of Court, 
Sheriff, and individual eviction 
judges usually take the position 
that they can’t give any advice to 
litigants

 Eviction cases are regularly being 
filed in various states of 
compliance with the mortarium

 Some self-represented landlords 
haven’t received rent from (or 
communicated with) their tenants 
since March 2020

 Landlords are eager to 

 recoup lost income;

 make repairs to their properties;

 move past the rancor with existing 
tenants; and/or

 enter into new leases with new 
tenants. 



Coronavirus Pandemic & 
Evictions: Cook County Early 
Resolution Program (ERP)

 Since February 24, 2021, all residential 
evictions in Cook County have been 
diverted to case management call (GAO 
2020-09)

 As part of case management, eviction 
judges can refer parties to ERP

 ERP is a 100% free and remote program,

 Services also available through 
hotline/chatbot before filing

 Self-represented parties can get brief 
legal services (advice, assistance with 
drafting/filing paperwork, etc.)

 Parties can also resolve evictions through 
mediation on their own or with free 
representation



Coronavirus Pandemic & Evictions: Cook 
County Early Resolution Program (ERP)

 CVLS is one of eight organizations 
involved in ERP

 CVLS is assisting self-represented 
Landlords 

 CVLS needs two types of volunteers:

 Attorneys up to speed on the rapidly 
changing eviction landscape to 
provide advice

 Attorneys interested in helping 
landlords resolve disputes by 
mediation

 Mediation and case management 
services provided by the Center for 
Conflict Resolution

 Mediation can: 

 Give both sides an opportunity to feel 
heard;

 address underlying conflicts;

 provide a path for either

 the end of the tenancy; or 

 a renewed landlord-tenant 
relationship;

 help Landlords come current on their 
own bills; 

 avoid trial and other procedural snags 
in place due to COVID; 

 and more!



Coronavirus Pandemic & Evictions: 
Rental Assistance

 On December 27, 2020, former 
President signed the Consolidated 
Appropriations Act of 2021 

 provided for $25 Billion in funding 
to create rental assistance 
programs across the country

 Illinois Received more than $800 
million

 On March 11, 2021, President Biden 
signed American Rescue Plan Act of 
2021 (additional rental assistance)

 State of Illinois (through IHDA and 
IDHS), Cook County Government, 
and City of Chicago Department of 
Housing all have programs

 Cook County: March 11, 2021

 Other programs rolling out soon

 https://chicookilrenthelp.org/

 Mediation + Rental Assistance 
potentially better outcomes for 
landlords and tenants



What can an 
agreement look 

like after 
mediation? 



The Supreme Court’s 
New Eviction Orders



Supreme Court’s Access to Justice 
Statewide Forms Project
 In 2012, the Illinois Supreme Court established the Access to Justice Commission (SCR 10). A 

key part of the Commission’s work was creating standardized court forms that could be used 
by SRLS.

Rule 10-101: Standardized Forms

(a) The Illinois Supreme Court Commission on Access to Justice shall establish a process to 
develop and approve standardized, legally sufficient forms for areas of law and practice where 
the Commission determines that there is a high volume of self-represented litigants and that 
standardized forms will enhance access to justice.

(b) The Commission shall establish a process for publication, review and approval of any 
proposed standardized form in accordance with the Supreme Court’s administrative order 
regarding standardized forms.

(c) Standardized forms approved by the Commission may be used by any party wherever they 
are applicable and must be accepted for filing and use by all courts.

(d) Courts may not require that parties use an altered standardized form except that a court 
may modify a standardized form order as necessary or appropriate to adjudicate a particular 
issue, claim or action.

(e) A party may supplement a standardized court form with additional material as long as the 
form is not altered.



In Eviction Cases
 The Eviction Forms Sub-Committee creates eviction forms. Members include 

myself (Matt Hulstein), plus many members of the eviction bar:

 Plaintiff / Defense

 Private Practice / Legal Aid

 Upstate / Downstate

 Plus a judge and members of the AOIC

 All forms have been drafted, and around half have been released publicly. 
The rest are in various stages of review.

 The Agreed Orders and Eviction Order have been fast-tracked due to COVID-
19 and budding eviction mediation programs.

 The approved Eviction Order must be used (735 ILCS 5/9-109.6). The other 
forms may be used and must be accepted (SCR 10-101).



The Agreed Orders
 The Supreme Court’s Agreed Orders are based on a 

collection of work-out options and standard orders that 
have been used in Circuit Courts for years.

 Basic format: Tenant agrees to do something. If Tenant 
complies, case dismissed. If Tenant doesn’t comply, 
Landlord gets an eviction order.

 The forms provide for a huge range of agreements.

 Should set down as many terms as possible to avoid 
ambiguities.



Oh the possibilities…
 Tenant Leaves:

 Agreed Move Out
 Agreed Eviction Order (technically possible, but 

discouraged)
 Tenant Stays:

 Stay and Pay
 Dismissal with Leave to Reinstate

Repayment Plan
Probationary Agreement



Supreme Court’s Forms Website

 http://illinoiscourts.gov/Forms/approved/eviction/eviction.asp



Other Possible Terms
 Waiver of claims and defenses

 Procedural rights

 Discovery

 Jury trial

 Neutral reference

 Sealing

 Others?



A Note on Sealing…
 In an eviction filing on a tenant’s background check makes it much harder to 

find a decent apartment, even if an eviction order is never entered.

 The Eviction Act provides for two kinds of sealing (735 ILCS 5/9-121):
 Mandatory (foreclosure-related) and

 Discretionary

 For Discretionary Sealing, must show three elements:
 plaintiff’s action is sufficiently without a basis in fact or law, which may 

include a lack of jurisdiction,

 that placing the court file under seal is clearly in the interests of justice, 
AND

 that those interests are not outweighed by the public’s interest in knowing 
about the record.

 “Parties’ Agreement” is not a basis for sealing. However, Parties can stipulate 
that the three elements are met.

 What about Rule 137 sanctions for plaintiff!?
 Form order will clarify that an order to seal is not a finding that Rule 137 was 

violated (different standards).


